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The threat of war with North Korea 
– Implications for investors 
Tensions with North Korea have been waxing and waning for decades 
now but in recent times the risks seem to have ramped up dramatically 
as its missile and nuclear weapon capabilities have increased. The current 
leader since 2011, Kim Jong Un, has launched more missiles than Kim Il 
Sung (leader 1948- 1994) and Kim Jong Il (1994-2011) combined.

The tension has ramped up particularly over the last two weeks with 
the UN Security Council agreeing more sanctions on North Korea and 
reports suggesting North Korea may already have the ability to put a 
nuclear warhead in an intercontinental ballistic missile that is 
reportedly capable of reaching the US (and Darwin). US President 
Trump also threatened North Korea with “fire, fury and, frankly, 
power” only to add a few days later that that “wasn’t tough enough” 
and “things will happen to them like they never thought possible” and 
then that “military solutions…are locked and loaded should North 
Korea act unwisely”. Meanwhile, North Korea talked up plans to fire 
missiles at Guam before backing off with Kim Jong Un warning he 
could change his mind “if the Yankees persist in their extremely 
dangerous reckless actions”.

This is all reminiscent of something out of James Bond (or rather 
Austin Powers) except that it’s serious and naturally has led to 
heightened fears of military conflict. As a result, share markets dipped 
last week and bonds and gold benefitted from safe haven demand, 
although the moves have been relatively modest and markets have since 
bounced back. 

At present there are no signs (in terms of military deployments, 
evacuation of non-essential personnel, etc) that the US is preparing 
for military conflict and it could all de-escalate again, but given North 
Korea’s growing missile and nuclear capability it does seem that the 
North Korean issue, after years of escalation and de-escalation, may 
come to a head soon. It’s also arguable that the volatile personalities of 
Kim Jong Un and Donald Trump and the escalating war of words have 
added to the risk of a miscalculation – eg where North Korea fires a 
missile into international waters, the US seeks to shoot it down, which 
leads to a cycle of escalating actions. This note looks at the implications 
for investors.

Shares and wars (or threatened wars) 
Of course there have been numerous conflicts that don’t even register 
for global investors beyond a day or so at most if at all. Many have 
little financial market impact because they are not seen as having much 
economic impact (eg the war in Afghanistan in contrast to 1991 and 
2003 wars with Iraq, which posed risks to the supply of oil). As such, I 
have only focussed on the major wars/potential wars since World War 
2 and only on the US share market (S&P 500) as it sets the direction for 
others (including European, Asian and Australian shares).

•  World War 2 (September 1939-September 1945) – US shares fell 34% 
from the outbreak of WW2 in September 1939, with 20% of this after 
the attack on Pearl Harbour, and bottomed in April 1942. This was 
well before the end of WW2 in 1945. Six months after the low, shares 
were up 25% and by the time WW2 had risen by 108%. 

•  Korean War ( June 1950-July 1953) – US shares initially fell 8% when 
the war started but this was part of a bigger fall associated with 
recession at the time. Shares bottomed well before the war ended and 
trended up through most of it. 

•  Vietnam War (1955-1975) – For most of this war US shares were in a 
secular bull market but with periodic bear markets on mostly other 
developments. Rising inflation and a loss of confidence associated 
with losing the Vietnam war may have contributed to the end of the 
secular bull market in the 1970s – but the war arguably played a small 
role in this. 

•  Cuban Missile Crisis (October 1962) – Shares initially fell 7% over 
eight days as the crisis erupted but this was part of a much bigger bear 
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market at the time. They bottomed fivedays before it was resolved and 
then rose sharply. This is said to be the closest the world ever came to 
nuclear war.

•  Iraq War I (August 1990-January 1991) – Shares fell 11% from when 
Iraq invaded Kuwait to their low in January 1991 but again this was 
part of a bigger fall associated with a recession. Shares bottomed 
8 days before Operation Desert Storm began and 19 days before it 
ended and rose sharply. 

•  Iraq War II (March-May 2003) – Shares fell 14% as war loomed in 
early 2003 but bottomed nine days before the first missiles landed and 
then rose substantially although again this was largely due to the end 
of a bear market at the time.  

The basic messages here are that:
•  Shares tend to fall on the initial uncertainty but bottom out before 

the crisis is resolved (militarily or diplomatically) when some sort of 
positive outcome looks likely;

•  Six months after the low they are up strongly; and 

•  The severity of the impact of the war/threatened war on shares can 
also depend on whether they had already declined for other reasons. 
For example, prior to World War 2, the Cuban Missile Crisis and the 
two wars with Iraq, shares had already had bear markets. This may 
have limited the size of the falls around the crisis.

Possible scenarios 
In thinking about the risks around North Korea, it’s useful to think in 
terms of scenarios as to how it could unfold: 

1.  Another round of de-escalation – With both sides just backing 
down and North Korea seemingly stopping its provocations. This 
is possible, it’s happened lots of times before, but may be less likely 
this time given the enhanced nature of North Korea’s capabilities. 

2.  Diplomacy/no war – Sabre rattling intensifies further before a 
resolution is reached. This could still take some time and meanwhile 
share markets could correct maybe 5-10% ahead of a diplomatic 
solution being reached before rebounding once it becomes clear a 
peaceful solution is in sight. An historic parallel is the Cuban Missile 
Crisis of 1962 that saw US shares fall 7% and bottom just before the 
crisis was resolved, and then stage a complete recovery. 

3.	 	A	brief	and	contained	military	conflict - Perhaps like the 1991 
and 2003 Iraq wars proved to be, but without a full ground war 
or regime change. In both Iraq wars while share markets were 
adversely affected by nervousness ahead of the conflicts, they 
started to rebound just before the actual conflicts began. However, 
a contained Iraq-style military conflict is unlikely given North 
Korea’s ability to launch attacks against South Korea (notably Seoul) 
and Japan. 

4.	 	A	significant	military	conflict	– If attacked, North Korea would 
most likely launch attacks against South Korea and Japan causing 
significant loss of life. This would entail a more significant impact 
on share markets with, say, 20% or so falls (more in Asia) before 
it likely becomes clear that the US would prevail. This assumes 
conventional missiles - a nuclear war would have a more significant 
impact. 

Of these, diplomacy remains by far the most likely path. The US is 
aware of the huge risks in terms of the likely loss of life in South Korea 
and Japan that would follow if it acted pre-emptively against North 
Korea and it retaliates, and it has stated that it’s not interested in regime 
change there. And North Korea appears to only want nuclear power as 
a deterrent. In this context, Trump’s threats along with the US show 
of force earlier this year in Syria and Afghanistan are designed to warn 
North Korea of the consequences of an attack on the US or its allies, 
not to indicate that an armed conflict is imminent. Rather, comments 
from US officials it’s still working on a diplomatic solution. As such, 
our base case is that there is a diplomatic solution, but there could still 
be an increase in uncertainty and share market volatility in the interim. 
Key dates to watch are North Korean public holidays on August 25 and 
September 9, which are often excuses to test missiles, and US-South 
Korean military exercises starting August 21.

Correction risks
The intensification of the risks around North Korea comes at a time 
when there is already a risk of a global share market correction: 
the recent gains in the US share market have been increasingly 
concentrated in a few stocks; volatility has been low and short-term 
investor sentiment has been high indicating a degree of investor 
complacency; political risks in the US may intensify as we come up to 
the need to avoid a government shutdown and raise the debt ceiling 
next month, which will likely see the usual brinkmanship ahead of 
a solution (remember 2013); market expectations for Fed tightening 
look to be too low; tensions may be returning to the US-China trade 
relationship; and we are in the weakest months of the year seasonally 
for shares. While Australian shares have already had a 5% correction 
from their May high, they are nevertheless vulnerable to any US/global 
share market pull back. 

However, absent a significant and lengthy military conflict with North 
Korea (which is unlikely), we would see any pullback in the next month 
or so as just a correction rather than the start of a bear market. Share 
market valuations are okay – particularly outside of the US, global 
monetary conditions remain easy, there is no sign of the excesses that 
normally presage a recession, and profits are improving on the back 
of stronger global growth. As such, we would expect the broad rising 
trend in share markets to resume through the December quarter. 

Implications for investors 
Military conflicts are nothing new and share markets have lived 
through them with an initial sell-off if the conflict is viewed as material 
followed by a rebound as a resolution is reached or is seen as probable. 
The same is likely around conflict with North Korea. The involvement 
of nuclear weapons – back to weapons of mass destruction! – adds an 
element of risk but trying to protect a portfolio against nuclear war 
with North Korea would be the same as trying to protect it against a 
nuclear war during the Cold War, which ultimately would have cost an 
investor dearly in terms of lost returns. While there is a case for short-
term caution, the best approach for most investors is to look through 
the noise and look for opportunities that North Korean risks throw up 
– particularly if there is a correction. 

Dr Shane Oliver  
Head of Investment  
AMP Capital
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Blackrock 2017 Mid Year  
Economic Outlook
We think structurally lower bond yields mean there is a need to rethink 
asset valuations. Take equities. The earnings yield of U.S. equities 
(earnings per share divided by the share price, or the inverse of the 
price-to-earnings ratio) gauges the attractiveness of equities versus 
bond yields. This measure puts U.S. equity valuations in the richest 

quartile of their history. Yet the earnings yield still looks attractive 
versus bond yields. Also we see less reason to expect equity valuation 
metrics to fall back to historical means in a world of lower rates. See 
the chart below.

Outlook debate
At a mid-June gathering of some 90 BlackRock portfolio managers, 
we had vigorous debates on the drivers of low volatility, how to think 
about valuations and the outlook for monetary policy and markets. 
We dissected key risks such as a snapback in government bond yields, 
discussed how poor trading liquidity could aggravate any sell-offs in 
frothy pockets of credit markets, and concluded that worries over a 
China slowdown are overstated in the near term.

Themes
We see the world in a synchronized and sustained economic expansion 
that is slower than previous cycles. We believe structurally lower 
growth and interest rates mean that comparing valuation metrics to 
past levels may not be a good guide to the future. We see low market 
volatility as a normal feature of the benign economic backdrop — and 
not as a warning sign in itself. Taken together, this could mean equities 
are cheaper than they look — and investors may run the risk of being 
under-risked.

Market views
We prefer equities over fixed income, and credit over government 
bonds. In equities we generally prefer European, Japanese and 
emerging market (EM) stocks over their more expensive U.S. 
counterparts. We see room for the momentum style factor and the 
technology sector to outperform further, albeit with potential for swift 
reversals. We also like selected value shares and financials. In fixed 
income, we like higher-quality credit and generally prefer inflation-
linked bonds over nominal ones. We also see opportunities in selected 
EM debt.

Source: Blackrock 2017 Mid Year Investment Outlook

Eye of the beholder
U.S. equity valuation, 1988-2017

Sources: BlackRock Investment Institute, with data from MSCI and Thomson Reuters, June 2017. 

Notes: U.S. equities are represented by the MSCI U.S. Equity Index. Absolute valuation is based on earnings yield (the inverse of 12-month forward price/earnings ratio. Valuation relative 
to bonds is based on earnings yield minus U.S. real bond yield (10-year U.S. Treasury yield minus U.S. core CPI inflation). Valuations are shown in percentiles. For example, the current U.S. 
absolute earnings yield is in the 18th percentile. This means the earnings yield has been equal to or lower than that level 18% of the time since 1988.
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Share 
Markets
Both the Australian share market 
and the US share market have 
moved forward over the last 
12 months with the US market 
moving to new all time highs 
and achieving strong returns. It 
appears as though the Australian 
share market is poised to break 
through the 5900 level which 
would likely see it move closer to 
its all time high of 6,873.2.  

We have shown the performance 
of both the US and Australian 
markets over the last decade.

About the writer of this Newsletter
Chris Air,  Authorised Representative, has worked extensively in the 
financial services industry for over 26 years. This experience covers 
both stock markets, commodity markets & banking. He also has studied 
to improve his knowledge of financial markets gaining significant 
financial markets qualifications through FINSIA (a well recognised 
financial services organization considered to be “Australasia’s premier 
membership organisation for financial services professionals”). 

He has gained the following 
qualifications through FINSIA:

•  Diploma of Applied Finance & 
Investment

•  Graduate Diploma of Applied 
Finance & Investment

•  Masters of Finance of Applied 
Finance & Investment:

and holds the following membership 
qualifications with FINSIA:

•  Fellow

All Ordinaries Index (August 2007-August 2017)
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